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QUARTET AND TRIOS ARE ANNOUNCED BY RITCHIE
Plans Are Released
For '46 Lectures
And Homecoming

it

Dr. Benson has announced that plans
for the forthcoming Thanksgiving lectureship and homecoming exercises to
be held here November 24-28 are rapidly nearing completion. Details are being formulated by Professor Andy T.
Ritchie, and Leonard Kirk, former professor of music and director of the
Harding chorus.
The pr0gram for this year's renewal
of ·the annual lectureship will feature
something new in the history of Christian college lectureships. Emphasis will
be placed on church music, and each
session will be centered about this
theme. Though this series will be of es-pecial interest and benefit to song
leaders, it is by no means intended for
these alone, Professor Ritchie pointed
out. Efforts will be made for the in·
struction, edification, and inspiration
of every person attending.
Present plans call for three sessions
daily, featuring lectures, discussions,
congregational singing, and demonstrations of the effectiveness of good
church music. Morning sessions will be
held in consecutive sections as are the
present chapel services in order to accommodate everyone. Afternoon and
night sessions will be conducted both
in the auditorium and gymnasium.
Due to the variation from previous
lectureship procedures, fewer speakers
will be scheduled than has hitherto
been customary. Lectures will be given
by G. C. Brewer and E. W. McMillan,
ministers of the Jackson Avenue and
Union Avenue congregations in Memphis. Both are outstanding speakers,
well known throughout the south. They
are not newcomers to the Harding cam·
pus. Both were here during last year's
lectureship.
On behalf of the college Dr. Benson
extends a cordial invitation to all alumni and others who are interested in
attaining a higher plane of Christian
service to attend this year's lectureship.
Efforts will be made to provide sleeping quarters for all visitors by· utilizing
available space on the campus and in
downtown homes.
Approximately five hundred vmtors
are expected this year, Dr. Be11sou stated.

Variety Of Art
Work Is Offered
Art students, numbering nearly 70,
have enrolled in various classes of art,
including designing, elementary designing, free hand drawing, public school
art, and a history of art, and are already well into the essentials of their
respective classes.
Like other departments at Harding,
the art department is filled to capacity. "We practically knock each other
down with easels," laughed Mrs. Perry
Mason, Harding's new art instructor,
who was, before her husband entered
the army in 194,1, art supervisor at
Abilene, Texas.
For a portrayal of what the department's enrollees are actually doing in
classes several students were interviewed.
Marilyn Hawley, a freshman from
Ludington, Michigan. who is majoring
in art, states that she is enjoying the
free hand drawing course immensely.
In this study, which is for advanced
students only, she is practidng shading
and still life work.
Students enrolled in commercial designing are studying advertfaing layout,
(Continued on pace three.)

Announcement
Bill taas, musical director, requests that all students
interested in joining the Harding Orchestra meet tonight
in the music studio. There are a large number of posi,
tions open in the orchestra which will give any new
member with experience a chance to participate.

W. K. Halbert Dies
E. W. McMillan, noted speak,
er again on the Thanksgiving lee,
ture program. For the past several
years, he has been the speaker on
Thanksgiving afternoon.

Workers Constitute
A Third Of Harding
Student Body

September 17 In
St. Louis Hospital
Wark K. Halbert, 54, died in a St.
Louis hospital September 17, of lymphatic leukemia. Mr. Halbert had held the
position of Assistant to the President at
Harding College sinee 1942.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Frieda Halbert of Evanston, Illinois, a daughter, Mrs. Nathan Lamb of Searcy,
and two sisters, Mrs. W. L. Barnett of
Fayetteville, Tennessee, and Mrs. Joe
D. Taft of Taft, Tennessee.
Before coming to Harding College,
Mr. Halbert was an employee of the
Fowler-Becker Publishing Company in
New York, and previous to that had
held editorial positions on various trade
;ournals and house organs of the petroleum industry in the middle west.
He hqd also been a member of the
board of directors of the Christian
Leader Publishing Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
He was a member of the church of
Christ, and as a minister, did extensive
work with Negro congregations, parti·
cularly the Harlem church in New York
City and the Pleasure street congregation in Searcy.
Mr. Halbert had an active interest in
the young people at Harding College
and was a campus favorite. He had been
scout master of the local troop of Boy
Scouts of America, sponsor of the Ta~
ma club, and, more recently, sponsor
of the GAURS, a ~ocial club for veterans.
He was a veteran of World War I,
and a member of the American Legion.

Sears Announces
Authorization For
Five New Buildings
Dean L. C. Sears disclosed Monday
that he has received a letter from the
Bureau of Community Facilities which
authorizes the obtaining of several prefabricated buildings and equipment for
Harding's use. They are: three classrooms with a total floor area of 2100
square feet; one lecture room with a
total floor area of 1800 square feet;
an infirmary with a total floor area of
1500 square feet.
One chemistry laboratory with. total
floor area of 1200 square feet; a lunchroom and student center with an area
of 1200 square feet; and four offices
totaling 400 square feet in area.
Facilities for the buildings will be
furnished as needed.

According to work director Jesse
Rhodes, about 30 per cent of Harding
College's students are employees of the
school this year.
That percentage in itself is not unique, but the excellent cooperation
shown by these workers is w.:>rthy of
recognition. Mr. Rhodes says that in
every case the student's attitude has
been commendable, with each student
willingly accepting the job assigned
him.
At the first Health Club meeting, October 15, Mrs. Mabel U. French, school
Probably the greatest number of
nurse and sponsor of the club, outlin·
students work at the College Club,
ed a -. plan for a course of study in
where 1500 meals are served every
school nursing for which college credit
day. Fifty-six boys and girls take turns
will be given. Officers chosen were
in one,two and three hour shifts, startJack McCorkle, president, Vera Mai
ing at 4 :30 a. m. and ending at 7 :00
Kiihnl, vice pre~ident, and Grace Arip. m. Mrs. Bonnie Chandler, dietician
mura, secretary-treasurer.
and manager of the club, says that studWith the help of club members,
ents who work there have opportunity
Mrs. French will be able to serve the
to learn many skills. Among the most
student body more efficiently, and pretechnical are meat-cutting and pastry
medical and pre-nursing students will
making. Many workers are versatile, be(Continued on page six.)
ing capable of doing any task connected with the club - from filling salt
cellars to baking banana pie.
The college Jaundry is using several
student workers this year. While earning part of their school expenses, fifteen
young men and women are becoming
By Nathan Lamb
adept in the operation of laundry and
cleaning equipment, and, incidentally,
getting laundry and cleaning ready for
a large number of students.
Maintenance is a busy department of
the school and re9.uires the constant attention of several hired over-seers in addition to the part-time work of a large
number of students. Jobs ranging from
electrical repairs to hedge-trimming are
handled by students, as well as the regular cleaning duties such as sweeping,
dusting and managing Napoleon and
his cart.
Other enterprises on the campus and
connected with the school, that employ
student help, are the college farm, the
Inn and the contractor of the new houses for veterans. Students also hold positions as se~retaries, bookkeepers, teachers' aids, ' laboratory assistants and
Arming his rusty crew of TNT's tions: people doing the actual work
(roughly one or two) everybody else.
clerical workers.
ro::•'
with. buckets, shovels, diving helmets,
Pay · for all jobs is the same - low, and individual cans of Old Dutch
This second classification is the inbut consistent with the moderate rates Cleanser, ex-globe trotter Moyer (For- teresting one of course. No one !n his
for board and room charged by the est that is) threw his troops last week right mind is interested in who does
school. The policy is to hire only those int~ the annual fishpond massacre. On the work. The loafers on the sidelines
who must have financial aid in order · the average, this slaughter is accom- cause the confusion; people bomng the
to attend school.
panied by almost no excitement. The labor, people eating goldfish, people
fish in the pond are too busy dodging looking for LUKE, and people writing
the TNT's to cause any trouble, and "Kilroy was here".
Some interesting facts connected with
No one ever had a memory good e- the TNT's are too busy trying to dodge
nough. to be a successful liar . . .. Say any work connected with the actual this year's fishpond fiasco: the fishwhat you mean, mean what you say, cleaning. As a result cleaning the fish· pond yielded up to the TNT Treasury
(Continued on pace three.)
and refrain from saying anything mean. pond degenerates into two classifica-

Health Club
Offers Credit

Great Galloping Goldfish--

What? Another Cleaning?

Seniors Pose Pestering Query-Is Your Petit Jean Reserved?
Jorgenson Named
Glee Club Prexy
The girls' and boys' glee clubs, under
the leadership of Mrs. Florence Jeweli
and Andy T. Ritchie, have begun their
year's work with approximately 50
members in each.
The groups meet Monday and Wednesday at 6:00 p. m., the girls in the
auditorium and the boys in the choral
studio. The boys' group has chosen as
its officers Dale Jorgenson, president
and Joe Tipps, secretary.
As yet the boys are working only on
some of the songs they used last year,
including "Sweet and Low", "Vclga
Boatman", and "Stout Hearted Men".
The girls are working on "The Gr('en
Cathedral", "Ave Maria", "Oh Dear",
and "Night and Day".
Mrs. Jewell stated that programs by
both groups are being planned.

Equipment Delays
Chorus Singing
for Program
The large Harding College chorus,
under the direction of Andy T. Ritchie,
will broadcast regularly at 7 :30 from
the auditorium on the Sunday morning
programs over KLRA, Little Rock, as
soon as a new three channel amplifier
is received. If the amplifier, which is
expected any day, arrives in time, the
group will sing for the first service on
October 27.
Since its first meeting, the chorus has
concentrated on hymns to be broadcast.
Dr. Joseph Pryor will handle the technical end of the program in the auditorium. From the loop in Searcy the
program is carried by the wires of the
Little Rock Southwestern Bell Telephone Company to KLRA.
The new Gates three channel Dyna.mote amplifier is like the one used in
the House of Representatives and has
been successfully used by many broadcasting studios. Already two microphones and monitoring earphones have
been received. When the need arises a
third microphone will be purchased
since the amplifier can mix sounds picked up on three microphones.
The amplifier now owned by the college can not be used with remote control but is equipped for public address
and recording work. It was stated that
the new equipment may be used in other college programs other than the
Sunday broadcasts.
Dr. J. N. Armstrong was instrumental in beginning the Sunday broadcasts
which have been jointly sponsored by
the downtown and the college congregations since the fall of 1938. The initial broadcast from the college auditorium took place September 27, 1938,
with Dr. Armstrong in charge.
Leonard Kirk, former Harding music
director had charge of the radio chorus
for the first two years until the expansion of the music department made it
necessary to turn that work over to
Edwin Stover. The chorus, which has
seldom had over twenty members, has
been directed since then by students until last year when Dr. Joseph Pryor
worked with the group.
T. H. Sherrill, Dr. L. C. Sears and
many other speakers appear on the program which has a large audience in
rural sections around Searcy and has
been heard as far away as Michigan,
Colorado and the Dakotas. A number
of states in the South hear the broad.cast regularly. ,.

After consideration of all points
which would bear any relation to the
success of the men's quartet and the
girl's trio, Prof. Andy T. Ritchie, Jr.,
and Mrs. Florence Jewell, directors of
the quartet and trios respectively, have
announced the personnel of each of
these organizations.
Members of the men's quartet are:
Bill Nations, sophomore from K :nnett,
Missouri, and veteran of la3t year"s
male quartet, first tenor; Robert Riggs,
freshman from Owensboro, Kentucky,
second tenor; James Willett, senior
from Coffeyville, Kansas, baritone; and
Paul Clark, also a member of last year's
quartet, from Louisville, Kentucky, bass.
In addition to the regular quartet, another four men were chosen to form a
quartet for the purpose of singing religious and sacred music exclusively.
Personnel of this group are: Claude
Lewis, first tenor; Robert Webb, second tenor; Gerald Gordon, baritone,
and Edward Baggett, bass.
A great deal of consideration was given to the question of whether a girl's
trio or a sextette would be more useful. The result was the double trio
which was ' selected from the girls who
tried out for these musical organizations. The trios are composed of: Doris
Johnson, first soprano, Nadine Young,
second soprano, and Margaret Smart,
alto; Evelyn Rhodes, first soprano, LaiVera Novak, second soprano, and Geraldine Young, alto.
These two trios will work independ
ently, but will also be combined on
occasion to form a sextet. The variety
of ensemble work which will result
from such an arrangement is expected
to add a great deal of interest and color
to the work of these groups which has
not previously been displayed.
Chosen to assist Mrs. Jewell in directing the double trio was Mildred
Lanier, senior from Galena Park, Texas. Mildred has had two years of e:x;perience in sextette work at Harding
and is majoring in music.
Appointments to these groups were
made not on the basis of voice quality
alone, but taken into consideration as
well were the extent to which one voice
would blend with the others of a group,
the ability of the candidate to read and
learn new music, and the experience
and innate musicianship of each individual.
A great amount of work and practice
is demanded of these groups. Professor
Ritchie and Mrs. Jewell haxe expressed
great confidence in those who are to
sing in these ensembles, however, and it
is the general prediction that Harding
will' this year enjoy excellent singing
on the part of both the men's quartets
and the girls' trios.

Seniors Prese11t
Dramatic Skit
At the regular meeting on October
17, a quartet of seniors presented a dra•
matic skit before the dramatics club.
Entitled, "If Men Play Car:ds As W omen Do", the play was directed by Jerry
Young.
The theme concerned the playing of
a rook game in the home of John, alias
Joe Cannon, to which were invited three
of his friends, whose parts were played by Sammie Swim, Thurman Healy,
and Arthur Peddle.
The play was given in order to give
the new members of the club an insight into the work of the dramatic organization,
to display the talents of
older members, and to provide entertainment for all present.
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Press Card Symptoms?
Have you ever noticed how small annoying traits in a personality
are merely symptoms of a bigger and more serious underlying fault?
Like a sore throat can be a symptom of a deadly disease, so an unkind
word , or a refusal to lend cooperation can be a symptom of an under·
lying disinterestedness and personal selfishness.
·iThis is the type of thing we as a school must avoid if we are to
retai~ as the spirit of H arding the spirit of Christ.
A few days ago it was announced that at the close of the chapel ·
period Press Reference cards would be given to each student to be
filled in and ~eturne d to the Bison. At the time we realized that every
college student who launches. put on the sometimes stormy sea of a
college career soon recognize with the highest degree of horror any·
thing with blanks to be filled in. Te only other way to obtain the
info!"mation was to personally interview each student and - with a
student body of 800 - that is scarcely practical. .
The purpose of having these cards on file is to avoid chasing
you, Mr. Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior, all over the campus when we are writing copy for the Bison and need information
about you.
Perhaps unwillingness to cooperate in such little things shows a
tendency towards losing the eagerness to cooperate with the administration in the bigger as the student body has done in the past. Won't
you be observant and as soon as you recognize any symptom showing
its effect on your personality, won't you use the disinfectant of patiE~nce and kindness to wipe those germs of selfishness out of your life?
How about those Press Cards? If you haven't falled it out, how
about it? Give it to a Bison reporter or drop it in the box outside the
Bison office. It may save someone lots of time and tears someday
when your name hits the headlines. Oh, yes, it will. It is you and
you and you who make up the news to go into your school publication.
-M. R. S.

This week you'll read about married
couples who met here on the campus
while they were in school.
A. G. Johnson is still in the navy
and now stationed in Washington, D.
C. Virginia Lee, now Mrs. Johnson and
their eighteen months old daughter,
Donna, are there with him.
They were both freshmen in 1944
here at Harding. Virginia was a mem·
ber of the W. H. C. club and A. G. a
· member of the Koinonias club.

Surface Color And The Man
During the waning days of the summer vacation, which lengthened into the fall season due to the late opening ·of school, this
writer had the opportunity to witness a large high school football
game in an eastern state. It was quite a gala affair as 12,000 football
enthusiasts packed into the stadium for the evening's festilvities.
It was one of those hard-fought, bitter games between old school
ritvals, and from our vantage point in the press box it looked like a
toss-up proposition all the way. One of the players for the local
school - let's call him Samuels, because that was really his name fought harder than anyone, it seemed. To begin with, he ad to be a
battler to work his way up from a student body of 1500 students to a
place on the first string of the school's football t eam - you see, he
had something of a disadvantage - he was the only colored student
in the whole school.
Samuels fought hard that night, and directly in front of the press
box was his mother, a weezened old lady, like a picture out of "Uncle
Tom's Ca.bit\-" Her feeble voice often rose above the others in cheer·
ing on the hom'e team. But in the last few minutes of play her son
didn't get back on his £eet after a mid-£ield pile-up. He had to be
carried off the field, injured.
As he was taken from the playing field on the shoulders of his
fellow-teamates the spectators rose as a man and applauded - home
team rooters and opposition alike rocked the stadium with an expres•
sian of appreciation that had never prelviously been heard there. the old lady's eyes were filled with tears as she turned toward the
cast end of the stadium and as she looked at old glory waving there
the tears flowed unchecked. It was a wordless tribute to a 'g reat way
of life. No race hatred here. No lynchings, shootings or mob viol·
ence. 12,000 fans in a gesture of appreciation. 12,000 people who
looked past a surface color. - 12,000 Americans.

-D. F.

TH~ON
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regubr school year
by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansa:. post
office under act of March 3, 1879. Subscription $1.00 per year.

Barbara Brown
Blan.che Tranum
Maxine Mercer
Mary Ruth Scott
Marvin Brooker and John Kernan
Claudia Pruett
Forest Moyer
Neil B. Cope

'0uestion of The Week

PICK-UPS

Editor
Business Manager
Secretary
Exchange Editor
Press Photographers
Society Editor
Religious Editor
Faculty Advisor

Tommy Thompson, Dale Johnson, Margaret Scott, Jiipmy Pennington, Sports Staff
Mary Jean Godwin, Nathan Lamb, Lou Dugger
Fearore Writers
Joe Dan Tipps, Dorothy Smith, Dick Foltz,
Columnists
Lois Church and Charles Allen
Co-circulation Managers
Marpory Lee
Circulation Secretary
Merry Dell Dyer, Johnnie Nell Ray, Rorothy Munger,
Pat Munser
Society Staff
Sammie Swim, Morgan Buffington, Robert Grayson
Religious Staff
Rosemary Pledger, Stanley Heiserman, Katherine Jackson
Typing Staff
Brodie Crouch, Bettie Ransom, Margaret Clampitt, Sammie Swim,
Dale Jorgenson, Mary Lee Strawn, Walter King, Bill Nations
Francis Loveall, Jo Connell, Velma Davis, Rosalyn Mitchen,
Antonia Spiro,
Reporters

Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Clark are now
in Abilene, Texas, where he is teaching
in the science department of Abilene
Christian College. Mrs. Clark, the form·
er Charlene Bergner, is the sister of
Betty and Bonnie ~rgner. 'they have a
small son, David.
In Bayfield, Colorado, we find Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Thornton and their two
year old son, Stephen Vaughan. J. P. is
preaching for the church of Christ
there. Mrs. Vaughan, the former Nancy Ferne Vaughan, is a sister of Lois
Vaughan who is now in school. F-:roe
and J. P. are both 1940 graduates . She
was an MEA and J. P. was a Lambda
Sigma.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Johnson are in
Granite, Oklahoma. Mrs. Johnson is
teaching in the Granite Public sch<x>:
system, while her husband is engaged
in farming.
Warren and Mrs. Whitelaw are in
Port Orchard, Washington, where he is
preaching for the church there. Mrs.
Whitelaw, the former Madlyn Thorn·
ton, was a senior here last year and
Warren was a junior. She was in L. C.,
Warren was a member of the Delta
Iota club.

As we become more and more engrossed in the regular routine of class·
es, social functions, and religious services here at Harding we become uncon·
scious of the fact that all over the
country there are other colleges, each
with it's own set of traditions and it's
own personality as distinctive as is
Harding's. Srodents of these institutions
are interested in many of the same activities that fascinate Harding-ires. Music,
dramatics,
journalism, photography,
campusology - these are only a few.
Because we want to keep in touch
with accomplishments of others, and in
order that our ideas might be fresher
and more varied through knowing what
is happening in other campuses, we are
devoting this column of your Bi ~•on to
news and interesting items from campuses all over the country.

"THERE ARE SIXTY-FOUR SQUARES ON A CHECKERBOARD, AND
IF YOU WERE TO PLACE ONE
GRAIN OF 'WHEAT ON THE
FIRST SQUARE AND DOUBLE
THE AMOUNT ON EACH FOLLOWING SQUARE, THEORETICALLY SPEAKING, HOW MUCH
WHEAT WOULD BE ON THE
SIXTY-FOUR SQUARES?"

At Maryville College in Maryville,
Tennessee, a new Recreation Center
was opened. From ahe account of the
opening in THE HIGHLAND ECHO,
ping pong is of primary interest among
the students there.
On the campus at Maryville an unusual club has been formed . . . the
Disc Club. Members are music lovers
who meer every Thursday night to play
recordings of classical music. Each
week some members take the role of
commentator.
At Pary College in Parksville, Missouri, Freshman Bull Sessions were conducted in faculty homes to introduce
freshmen to traditions and history of
Park and to acquaint them with campus
customs.

The Clelan Hester's are living in
Nashville, Tennessee, where Mr. Hester is in the real estate and insurance
business. Mrs. Hester, the former
Louise Terry, is the sister of Virginia
They
Terry who is now in school.
have three children: Paul Terry, age
six; John Lanois, age five; and Linda
Louisel eighteen months old.

The FLORrALA, Florance State Tea·
chers College paper, features on the
society page a column of fashions for
men entitled "Esquire". Variety, ehwhat? The men must be tired of latest
fashions in sweaters and bobby socks
and jumpers. According to Earle Y out.g
who writes "Esquire," bow Les are
strictly in - and it's much ~:narter to
tie your own than . to buy the kmd that
are already tied!

Mr. and Mrs. D. Mack Greenway are
in Granite, Oklahoma, .for a short stay
with Mrs. Greenway's parents. Mac~
has just been discharged from the navy.

They are both 1940 graduates. Mrs.
Greenway, the former T. Rose Terry,
was a member of the MEA and Oklahoma dub.

·Small Talk
SADIE HAWKINS DAY IS APPROACIDNG FAST
and us poor males are probably in for a rough day. Not so rough in the hard
running, but the probable embarrassment of running around with none of the
limited number of gals giving chase. This is going to be something of a novel
trist to "SH" day - New rule might allow a girl to toss her first catch away if
something more promising gets winded. (Men, that is)

WEATHER'S DUE TO TµRN COLD ONE OF
these days, and we wonder if many of the folks utilizing swings for purposes other
than studying English Lit. ('er sompin') wili brave the low temperatures for
their extracurricular activities. (Subtle, huh ) Looks as though the mailboxcorridor is going to take a beating this winter.

Ed Cade: "Uh, about a million grains"
Lois Benson: "Oh, around five bi],.
lion grains."
Dewitt Garrett: "A hundred thousand."
Virgil Lawyer: "Ah, about a bushel."
Jule Miller ~ "I don't know; I'm
studying education."
Dr. Jack W. Sears: "I don't know.
It. would be a tremendous number."
Dot King : "I think I'll say six billion."
Dee Green : "Up in the trillions."
Dick Baggett: "I just don't have any
idea."

Betty Spruell: "Lands sakes, , I'm no
mathematician."
Jack McCorkel: "Three thousand, six
hundred, and ten bushels."
Herbert Lawrence: "Three thousand
and five hundred bushels."
Dale Straughn: "Enough to fill a
solid stream of box cars around the
world several times."
Prof. Dykes: "Enough to fill a load
of box c~s around the earth about
twenty-five times."
Bro. Rhodes: "Now, I'm not skilled
in calculations."
Charles Shaffer: ''I'll say seventy-five
thousand bushels."
Marvin Brooker: "Oh goodnight, no
comment!''
John D. Baldwin: 'Tm not a math
major."
Dot Smith : "About a quart bottle
full."
(And then .rom<11 Dot.)
Charles Allen: "You'd have a whole
lot more of you planted it."
. (See page six for correct answer.)

Consistant? Considerate?
On the campus this year there are, as you've heard over and over,
lots of new faces. There are square faces and round ones, and oblong
ones and heart-shaped ones. There are those with wrinkles and wis·
dom lines (seniors trying to grow up in a hurry) .and freckles and
peachbloom complexions. And sometimes we take one look and form
our own personal opinion of the person and personality covered up
underneath that face. These first impressions may stick a lifetime, or
be erased by closer acquaintanceship in the future, but had you ever
stopped to wonder what kind of a first impression you make on those
around you?
Welll11 - the other day a classroom melodrama was observed
that made an impression on several people. For some of them it was
a first impression.
As happens in almost e;ver~ 1 class in which chairs are used rather
than seats fastened to the floor, there was a great deal of scraping and
sliding and feet shoving. It's the latter which was .involved in, or
rather, caused our little melodrama.
A certain party had placed his feet on the back of another's
chair. Because of an accidental shove, the party of the front seat be,
came quite indignant and angry, and, turning around to the offending
party, made remarks highly unbecoming a lady or a gentleman.
A few minutes later, the party of the front seat was seen to place
the feet, all two of them, on the back of the chair which was a~
head of said party. This said party did not seem to notice or care how
much the party of the seat ahead was joggled and jounced - or jiggled
either, for that matter. Just offhand - what would you say the word
"inconsistant" meant? Do you think that said party realized what sort
of impression was being formed in the minds of those around?
Then again there are the people who are the only ones in a
class. Yes'm, truly they are in a class to themselves, for few are as rude
as those who feel that way. T;h ey're the guys and gals who are taking
a course because they have to have it and halve drawn the conclusion
that it is obviously not worthwhile and they;re not going to get any·
thing out of it, so why bother to be quiet so that someone else can.
They're the people who sit and talk and laugh and make re·
marks to their next door neighbor in a voice loud enough to be heard
for four square feet, yet without quite reaching the teacher's ears.
Methinks they should be labeled "POISON: PREventative for note·
taking; lecture-hearing, class discussion, or other benefits to be derived
from a class. Result: The failure of exams when they come along."
Can you be classified as either one of these bad impressionists?
Consistency and consideration are two words it might be wise to
add, not only to your; vocabulary, but also to your own way of life ..
. or maybe the Golden Rule would sum it up.

EVERY DAY FINDS MORE PLEDGES ABOUT
the campus. Any crazy antics by a normally sane and gentle new Hardingite may
be attributed to this cause during the forthcoming weeks. Some of the novel
means of torture dreamed up by some club members really puts the pledges
through the hoops. That "date data'" form filled out by some pledges interviewing campus girls for one club rates as a brilliant scheme by us'os. (carbon
copies for the plug, fellas ) (Free plug, that is)

IT'S AT THE RISK OF OUR JOURNALISTIC
necks, but Forest Moyer and this writer have decided to raise mustaches. For
all purposes and intents, the motivating forces behind this earth-shaking decision
must remain in the background in shrouded anonomity. However, the editor of
this sheet (rag, that is) , being against mustaches, (figuratively speaking) has
threatened to fire us when they get visible. (Without assistance from magnifying
glass). What some of us young stalwarts won't do for the honor and glory of the
profession. (What profession? -Your guess is your own, junior!).

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE
"Ma" Chandler looks forward to a Christmas vacation in Albequrque, N. M. . .
. . we like New Mexico also . . . . Best quip-of·the·week can be attributed to
Bob Bell, . referring to Professor Spain, in charge of the Vets hutments, as "Battalion Commander." . . . . Famous last saying by budding flyer, "well, it's all
right for me to fly low-I don't go very fast." ...• (speaking of low flyinglet's not) . . . . Editor needs the typewriter, and I've got to go cry on someone
·
else's literary shoulder.

•

I See In The
News

By Mary Jea11 Godwin

ABSENT MINDED THIEF
Mrs. Gena Asker, of Lewistown, Indiana, reported that someone had entered her home but took nothing.
The absent-minded intruder, instead,
had left an expensive watch and four
silver dollars on the tabl~.
POOR ROACHES
The article "Now They've Done It"
in the American Magazine announces a
new roach powder that not only attrat'ts
roaches, but kills them and reduces
them to dust. The roaches haven't a
chance! !
INDIGNANT HICK
"I tell you I won't have this room,"
protested the old lady to the bellboy.
'Tm not going to pay good money for
a closet with a folded bed. If you think
just because I'm from the country-"

"Get in, lady, get in," the boy cut
in wearily. "This isn't your room. This
is the elevator."
FLYING MILK
Now they're flying milk from cow
to customer, testing a someday service
for everyone: tank planes to whisk
morning fresh milk onto your table.
Five cities shared the first airhaul from
Wisconsin. Chicago, New York, Wash.
ington, Birmingham, and Knoxville.
LADIES PLEASE!
In Columbus, Ohio, approximately
35 women scrambled toward a supply
of scarce soap flakes and bowled over
the chain store stock ~oy. One woman
lost a tooth in thl scrimmage. The
crowd dispersed when the soap flakes
were sold out.
WHO'S BOSS
In York Village, Maine, is the sign:
"The General Store. Bill Gallagher and
Son, Managers; Mrs. Gallagher -Boss."

..

Booklearning Is
Not Primary Purpose
OUR DAY
What are we here for, you and I?
As the lorrg and wonderful days go by?
Each one stretching to us a hand
Filled with privilege high and grand.
Born of a meaning our lives must be,
God has His purpose in you and me.
We are here to sing of hope and cheer
When the skies are dark and the way
seems drear
We are here to be faithful and strong
and true
To the work that lies in our hands to
do;
To make for all that is noble and good,
And be true to the bonds of our
brotherhood.
This are we here for, you and },
As the long and wonderful days go by;
Welcome them gladly, for each one
brings
The duty and the beauty of common
things;
And, as they unfold, shall unfold be
God's purpose in you and me.

'

This poem might lead us to consider
the question, "Why are we at Harding?" The most logical answer, offhand, would seem to be, "To get an
education, of course. " To different people, the term "education" means different things, so perhaps it would be
wise to define it before going farther.
If we use it to mean only studies and
"booklearning'', we are missing the real
reason we should have for being here.
On the other hand, if we use it to
mean preparing ourselves for life in all
its phases, then our answer would be
correct.
Our primary reason for being here
should not be merely to get knowledge
from books, but to get the knowledge
that will enable us to stand up well in
later life. In other words, the principles
that will make for happy, successful
living. And these cannot be found in
textbooks alone.
The purpose of this school, as it has
been stated recently, is to give " . . . .
Christian education." So, as students,
we should be here to get that type of
education. We should be here to imbibe the C:::hristian principles taught by
the teachers and lived out in the spirit
of the people here. We should be here
to prepare ourselves to become better
Christians both while we are here and
after we leave. Incidentally, and I be-

W. H. C. 's Celebrate
Twentieth Anniversary

Missing Words
LOST, STRAYED, OR STOLEN:
The Bison Office dictionary has been
taken from its accustomed shelf in
the Bison Office. It is hoped that
the spelling which has appeared in
the preceding issues of this publication will improve with its renirn.
As it w~s .a donation from two
former editors of the Bison who decided a dictionary was the answer
to a newspaperman's prayer, it also
has a sentimental value. If you
would help us locate it, the Bison
staff would appreciate you no end.
Sincerely,
Ye Editorial Staff.
lieve it is only incidental when our
great aim to be Christians is considered,
we are here to get our education in
sciences, mathematics and other academic subjects. But if we do not realize
we are here to get something much
deeper than these things, we miss the
most important reason.
Looking around us, we can see that
we are faced with many unusual opportunities. Ours is the privilege of doing many things here that can be done
nowhere else. We live in a Christian
environment. We attend classes con
ducted on Christian principles. We can
in our leisure hours do things governed by the same ethics that prevaJe all
our campus life.
So, "What are we here for, you and
I?" To take advantage of all these opportunities, or to let them slip away,
unheedful of what we are missing? Let
us by our conduct show that we are
truly willing that "unfolded by God's
purpose in you and me," and that both
here and in the future we will strive ·
to be stalwart Christians, realizing that
carrying that out to the fullest extent
will lead us to do well all the other
things that are presented to us.

~~iv~~~ ~~~~ION-1f
CARTHEL ANGEL
Owner
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RADIOS -

RECORDS
Phone 76

120 W. Race St.
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STERLING'S
5c & lOc STORE

The College Book Store
The College Book Store now has available many books such as Bibles,
commentaries and Bible helps that will
be a great aid in study.
Present students may call at the book
store and check over these books. Others may write concerning any book they
may need.
The New Testament with common
and revised versions, references, and
colored maps are available in two volwnes. Voltime I covers the four gospels
arid Acts of the apostles and Volume
II covers the Epistles and Revelation.
In the two volumes the author has
condensed the gleanings of costly libraries and the study of many years.
The notes are copious enough to
make clear the meaning of every difficult passage and simple enough to
be understood by the plainest reader.
The work: is ideal for family reading, study and devotions, the Sundayschool teacher, for Christian people of
every class seeking a general understanding of the New Testament.
Volume I .... , ..... $2.50
Volume II .......... $2.50
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
J. L. Dykes, Manager
-Advertisement

SHOE

STORE

FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
SHOE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes New
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PROGRAMS
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927 EAST

OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
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PERSONAL
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WHITE COUNTY PRINTING
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Roberson's

MODERN E(?.UIPMENT

EXPERT CRAFTSMEN
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problems relative to elementary school
children," informed Vaughnece Brigg,
an education freshman from Chicago.
Later in the season the department
hopes to have an exhibit.

---o--

PHONE 344

YOUNG

-VARIKI'Y OF ART
(Continued from page one.)
modern illustrating, and lettering.
A freshman home economic student,
Thelma Brannon, from Marietta, Ohio,
enrolled in elementary designing, gives
a brief survey of her work in art.
"Elementary designing provides a
thorough study of the fundamentals of
she
good designs in everyday life,"
commented.
History of art, an important course
for art students, is devotr.d to th"! st11dy
of well known architecture and its importance to man.
Primarily for those desiring to teach
in grade schools, the department offers a course in public schoot art.
"For this we are now learning differe~t

SMITH'S

l

J. D. Phillips & Son

impression that, meat shortage being
' what is it, fish on the fin is certain to
be better than fish a la cackleberry.

By Josephine Connell
Once upon a time Harding College sponsor.
was located in Morrilton, Arkansas. It
The original purpose of the W. H.
was there thar one evening a typical C. ·s is the same aim the club has togroup of girls had gathered in a Jennie day. It was organized so that through
Hill Hall dormitory room for probably dub work and association the mema typical reason - to discuss the day's bers might help each other to develop
events. Above the chatter there was an morally and socially as young Chrisaudible "click". Someone had locked tian women.
the door. The girls thus imprisoned decided to pretend unconcerned over their -GREAT &ALLOPING GOLDFISH
plight. While passing the time until
(Continued from page one.)
their captors, deciding their prisoners --0ne dime, two nickles, seven pennies
were too content, released them, the and a yellow marble ( O~ Pennington! )
girls began to organize the first girls' The mystery of .the week is who wrote
social club Harding College ever had. "Kilroy was here" on the bottom of the
When they walked from the room later pond. (Moyer is still investigating a
in the evening of October 7, 1926, story heard about the fish. with a penthese charter members announced the cil behind his gill). Has someone lost
birth of the Woodson Harding Com- ladies' loafer, size 10 1-2 D? Penningrades. The club received its name from ton would like to have his yellow marbthe wife of the school president and · le back ... it's part of a set his ComDean of Women, Mrs. ]. N. Arm- manding Officer gave him overseas.
strong. One month later the dub made
Most Ex-Hardingites remember ye
its debut in a program given in chapel olde fishe ponde as a place of romance
on Tuesday morning.
and hard benches. Everyone raves about
how romantic the fishpond is or was.
Born so soon after in the same year
Drag past there on cleaning day and
were the Ju Go Ju's that the two
romance evaporates into the smell of
dubs are almost twins.
mouldy leaves and stinky water. Take .
As today club meetings were held your romance, friend; I'll sit on the
every other Saturday night. The first hard bench and hold my outsized nose.
officers of the W. H. C.'s were Alma To me, peasant that I am, caviar smells
Roach of Amarillo, Texas, president, and so does fish.
Mary Hays, vice-president, Ruby Tuttle,
Speaking of caviar, some of the desecretary) and Miss Roxie Woodring, luded brethren hereabouts ate under the

"Home of Good Eats"

Welcome to
VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP

!!
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Students.-..
We Welcome

... Follow the crowd to ...

You
Searcy's Newest and Most Modern
Department Store

Back To Searcy

FEATURING LATEST STYLES
For Men - Sui ts . . . Slacks . . . Shoes
For Women - Skirts .. Sweaters .. Sui ts . . Shoes

"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"

---

.......................
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Sears Outlines
Club Policies
For '46-47 Year
At a meeting of club sponsors and
presidents on October 16, plans were
made for the functioning of Harding
social clubs for the present year. Dean
Sears read the rules made by club representatives in the past which are
maintained each year.
It was decided that bids to new students would go out simultaneously from
each club at the end of the six weeks
period, November 12. Prior to this, new
students will turn in to Dean Sears a
confidential club preference. Each club
will also submit a confidential list of
rhe new members they are inviting.
This plan endeavors to help students
be well suited to the club in which
they are chosen.
It is the policy of Harding that each
student that desires ro be in a club shall
receive an invitation. In the event that
there are more srudents than the present clubs can take, old students will
form new clubs.

AAUW Meets
For Election
Mrs. Richard Deener was elected president of Searcy's newly organized
branch of American Association of University Women, Friday evening, October 18, at a meeting in the Harding College home economics dining room.
Other officers elected for the branch
were: Mrs. George S. Benson, vice president; Miss Martha Ann Yingling, secretary; Mrs. A. P. Strother, Jr., treaSr
urer.
The rweoty-two charter members include Mrs. b. R. S_tapleton, Mrs. S. A.
Bell, Mrs. George S. Benson, Mrs. Perry Mason, Mrs. Jack W. Sears, Mrs. L.
E. Pryor, Sr., and Misses Anna M, ·'
Alston, Ella Knight, and Annabel Lee
of Harding college.
Preseding the election, the purpose of
the meeting was given by Mrs. Pauli.1e
Hoeltzer, state divisional publicity t.hair
man for the A. A. U. W, who spoke
on "What the A. A. U. W. i;; and
What It Is For." Mrs. E. M. Archer,
state divisional president, then gave a
talk on "How To Organize a Branch."
Mrs. S. A. Bell, program chairman,

Annabel Lee, principal of the school.
Students composing the council arc,
by grades, as follows: Betty Ritch'e,
first; Bobby Meurer, second; Bobby
Jean Beavers, third; Mary Turman,
fourth; Tommy Brown, fifth; Annie
Mae Hilburn, sixth; Paul Summitt;
seventh; and Jo Ann Pickens, eighth.
Paul Summitt is president.

All' board Petit Jean Limited
If you haven't been stopped on the
fairway half a dozen times a day and
asked to reserve your Petit Jean, it's because you've been in hibernation and
haven't shown your face on the Harding campus.
The Petit Jean Limited has been taking on fuel and passengers ever since
that balmy afternoon when Lena the
Hyena ventured forth like the proverbial ground hog. She must have seen
her shadow - or else Joe Cannon for she hasn't been seen since.
Lois Hemingway, conductor of the
Limited has announced that the absolute deadline for reservations will be
November 15. If you don't yield to importunings of one of those pestiferous,
oh excuse me salesminded, senior
ladies or gents by then, she'll sing out
.. All aboard!" anyway. Latest figures
show that only about one third of the
student body has put that greenback
on the line.
Walker Studio began the not to be
sneezed at task of photographing some
seven or eight hundred Hardingites
Monday. For four weeks they'll sidetrack all other commerce in order to
clear tracks for the Limited. Better keep
an eye on the bulletin board to see
when you've got a date.
Today marks the beginning of the
annual snapshot contest to supply rotogravure material for the Limited. Take
your contributions to Joe Tipps, Sammie Swim, or Lois Vaughan in the
baggage ·coach
as soon as possible.
Competent judges will determine - we
hope they' re not seniors - whether
their tickets are good on the Limited
or Napoleon's band wagon. Prizes will
be awarded for the best entries. These
will be photographs of the winning
contestants provided same do not break
the studio camera. All entries become
the property of the Petit Jean, Incorporated, and the decision of the judges
will be final.

The third and fourth grades are working on a program which will be presented before the other classes Saturday afternoon, October 26. This p:igram is the out<:ome of recent studies
m
the social relationship of men.
Themes of the program are: "Our Early
Ancestors In Eu rope," fourth grade;
"How Our Neighbors Help Secure Our
Food," third grade.
The atmosp here of autumn and Indian Summer is the hub about which
most of the other classes are correlating their studies. The seventh and eighth grade room has recently made r
poster listing things they love in :wtu
mn. Among the singular expressions are
"the new bright jackets on the earth,"
and "to sit around a bonfire ana look
at the stars." They have also recently
completed a science field trip around
the campus.
The first and second grades have
been studying leaves, weather, and boats
together with other supplementary
work, in connection with those things
which children are interested in at this
season. The fifth and sixth grades have
put special emphasis on safety, each
student contributing a part in the organization of a list of safety rules.

Lena the Hyem didn't catch
the photographer napping when
she made her rare appearance at
opening of the Petit Jean drive
October 10. She didn't look cam,
era,shy either when this one was
snapped is spite of her long bih,
ernation.

Training School
Classes Select
Student Council

... Whether life polishes a man up or
grinds him down depends on the stuff
of . which he is made . .

From the training school comes announcement of the selection of a student council which will cooperate with
the teachers in making and mllntaining certain necessary regulations. Each
grade is represented on the council
which holds weekly meetings with Mi~s
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SHOE SH;OP
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Compliments of -

White County
Equipment Company
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BARBER SHOP
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Searcy, Arkansas

Nothing flashes so starlike
upon its owner's twinkling
feet as a shoe of sable blacll
•.. nor goes euerywhere. anytime
in such good taste.
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DR. R. W. TOLER
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i Family Shoe Store
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E . D. WAKENIGHT
For Electrical Appliances

October 25
October 25
October 25
October 26
October 26
October 27
Octohier 27
October 27
October 27
October 27
October 28
October 29
October 30
October 31
October 31
October 31

- - - Specialties

BARBECUECHEESEBURGERS-
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TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.
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THE THOMPSON HATCHERY & THE THOMPSON CO.
U. S. Approved , R.0.P. Enriched Baby Chicks , Since 1927
We buy poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plant.
H. M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
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Phone 156, Searcy, Ark.
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WATER CO.
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Compliments of
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Dentist
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Christine Fraser, Owner
Phone 440
- - I Take Late Appointments-_.._ t

__________

J;.aVern Sevedge
Conrad Mistl~
Howard Ewing
Lorene Davis
Forest Moyer
Raymond 0. Hawkins
Cecil Garrett
Robert Max Wells
Ed Cade
Jeanne Baird
Melvin Ganus
Rosalyn Mitchen
Jack Pruett
Bob Prince
Ruth Greer
Evelyn Coultas
Bill Hocaday, Jr.
Lloyd Dan Fullington
Loretta Smith
B. K. Walters

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Tested-Glasses Fitted

·;EAUTY SH;-1

Happy birthday wishes for the week go
to:-

JAMES L. FIGG

--o--

218 West Arch
Appreciates Your Trade

' QU·~;~;

By Lou Dugger
Word is employed at the White County
In a dictionary are words. And words
Water Company and Mrs. Word does
are in The Dictionary I'm writing about.
Way down on Park Avenue is a big Red Cross Work. Lately, she has been
homey yellow house with "The Dic- busy getting a war bride from overtionary" over the steps. Within live the seas to her new Arkansa$ home.
"The Dictionary" sometimes rouses
Word family - just the two of them,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Word. Well, what the curiosity of passers-by who stop to
ask, "Do you sell dictionaries?" and
did you expect their name to be?
The naming of the house has no his- similar questions. But they are just two
torical significance. Mr. Word felt it gracious people who like their home
enough to name it.
was the natural thing to bo, so his
Take a walk through Searcy, Freshsister, an artist, cut the letters for the
man. Maybe you are from a big city
sign and Mr. Word hung it.
but the home of Harding College has
At most hours through the week the
niceties, too.
Words aren't in The Dictionary. Mr.

I

I !~eR~v~~.:!~~s

Cato

Shoes Re paired While
You Wait

~======.!

Nannie Lee Shaffer - Lila Williams·
Margaret Bevill - Mary Shewmake
Phone 449

~----------:---i

Welcome toBRADLEY BARBER SHOP
-Harding Students

Words Welcome Learner
Lou To ·''Dictionary''

..---------------------1

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP

' presided over the meeting anri .Mir.. E.
R. Stapleton served as secretary.
Earlier in the evening the group enjoyed a three course dinner served by
th home economics class in "Food Preparation and Service."

Bradley

BLAIR PATEDT

I!
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B. J. Pierce Lumber Company
WHERE
ALL HARDING IS ALWAYS WELCOME
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
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TIPPS AND RUlV!ORS ....

Boys' Clubs Pledge ·
Twelve New Members

Warning: Tipps Is Back!

•

Heh, heh, the editor thought she
could pull a fast one on me, thought
she could keep me from writing my old
column. I'll fix her. -Heh,heh, I'll
write it cornier than the one last year.
Ah, Harding, dear old Harding. This
cool crisp fall weather does something
to you. You know Tennyson said (or
was it Browning, oh, well,) in "Locksley Hall": "In the fall a young man's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts other
than chemistry lab."
It seems that Professor Ritchie was
under the impression that courting coup
les began to pair off in the spring. Upon expressing his unsure belief, he was
promptly set aright by a young enthusiast who exclaimed:
"The Bible says to be instant in season and ut of season, and we've got
to be scriptural."
Lament of the Week as Quoted by
Maxine Mercer:
"If love is blind,
And lovers can't see,
Then why in the world
Doesn't someone love me "
But take Joe Cannon - he's the conceited type if you'll believe that in
advanced American history class the otherday Prof. Ganus asked him in which
section of early settled America he
would have liked to live.
Joe replied: "I would have liked_ the
frontier because they had gun law out
there, and if they had a 'cannon' in the
west too everytl}ing would have been
alright."
Prof. Ganus. "You may be right, Joe;
but according to the last few days, class
recitations that 'cannon5 wouldn't have
been worth much without any powder."
That's What We Call Taking Him
Down A Peg.
Did you hear that in men's glee club
last Wednesday night Prof. Ritchie
came in late but hurriedly. After leading "stout hearted" men through a first
number several times, he took off his
sweater. On noting this, one member
remarked:
"I hope we don't sing four numbers."
The same night the men were without an accompanist. Ritchie explained
that Janet Rea would not be there to
play for them because of an injured
wrist.
To this Doug Lawyer replied: (In
his own quaint way) "She must have
had it out of place." (Note to new
students: It's an old Harding custom
to have things out of place.)
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he ran off to Judsonia with umpteen
pages of unfinished copy. If you notice
the editor's recent lack of curly locks,
we'll give you ten guesses what became
of her hair.
I wonder if Lois Benson is thoroughly
acquainted with the Harding campus
view now. Oh, well, everybody makes
mistakes.
You've probably heard the one about
the drunk fellow who - you have?
Well, I'm going to tell it anyhow went into an automat. He walked into
the "mail box delacatessen" and began
to put his nickles into an apple pie
slot. He kept doing this till he had
twelve pieces of pie, and by this time a
curious onlooker broke in: ·
"Listen old fellow, don't you think
you have enough pie?"
To this the drunk answered indignant
ly: "What? -quit while I'm winning?"
Assistant math professor Dale Straughn: "Now watch the blackboard while
I run through it again.''
It pays to remember thatA fool there was
And he took a chance;
They carried him off
In an ambula.nce.
Let's keep the sunny side up 'cause
Butler tells us that "He that is down
can fall no lower."

Three campus social clubs, having
completed their organization last weG:k,
are n~w pledging twelve students for
membership.
In explanation of early pledging one
president explained "These present bids
for pledges pertain only to old students,
those who Q.ave been enrolled ni colr
lege previously, but have not been in
a club. W e do not want any new students to feel that he is being left out,
,because he isn't. New students will be
pledged later in the term."
Clubs pledging are:
T. N. T's. under the leadel:ship of
Vernon Lawyer have pledged Coy
Campbell, Dan Collins, Dick Smith,
and Jack Lawyer. In comment, President
Lawyer stated that he hoped the club
spirit would be manifested this year
in the same Christian way it has been
in past ..years. H e also said that club
plans for an outing in the near future
are being made.
Koinonia's president, Martin Lemmons, announced that six students were
being pledged by that club this week.
Jack McCorkle, Tommy Walkup, Joe
Lemmons, James Yingling, Lambert
W allaice, and Bill Simpson are the
pledges who will receive their ribbons
and pledge duties at the · club meeting
next Monday night.
Vice president Ray Wills also reveal-

Patton Engaged
To Townsend

GA URS Meet
At Rendezvous

Mr. and Mrs. E. W . Patten of Miami,
Florida, announce tl\e engagement .of
their daughter, Lou Evelyn, to J. C.
Townsend, son of Mr. and Mrs. I. C.
Twenty GAURS met for their first Townsend of High Springs, Florida.
social gathering of the year, Saturday,
Lou Evelyn is now a senior at HardOctober 19, in the Blue Room of the ing working on her B. S. degree in
Rendezvous Cafe.
home economics. She is a member of
Following a dinner of steak, french the Phi Delta social club.
fries, salad and coffee, the club memM r. Townsend is a senior at Abilene
bers discussed plans for fall and winter Christian College, and business manactivities.
ager of the college year book. He plans
President Graydon Burge, announced . to do graduate work at the University
that at present the GAURS have their of Florida next year.
club quota, therefore, they cannot exT he wedding wili take place in late
tend invitations to those ·who might swnmer.
like to become members. He expressed
the hope that later the club quota
could be increased to accommodate the
additional students on the campus this
fall.
Issuing a cordial welcome to all veterans, President Burge further stated
that the purpose of the GAURS club is
to assist veterans, whether or not they
are members.
I

ed that a Sergeant-of-Arms will be elected at the coming meeting because
of the absence of Gerald Fritts, who
formerly was president. Kenneth Ware
was elected secretary at the last club
session.
Delta Iota's, .at a meeting on October
14th, voted to pledge Eugene and Robert Price, into the club. Others are being
considered this week.

On October ~4, students from Kansas
and Kentucky elected Jule . Miller of
Louisville, Kentucky, president for the
second time of the "K" Klub; Ralph
Noffsinger of Wichita, Kansas, vice
president, Grage Riggs from Owensboro; Kentucky, secretary-treasurer, and
Johnnie Nell Ray from Lowes, Ky., reporter.
Mrs. Florence Cathcart, a Ka~san,
sponsors the group. Plans are being
made for afall function.

.

~

Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mason and son,
Perry, Jr., left Harding Saturday for a
weekend motor trip to Memphis.
They were accompanied by Tom D.
Lavendar; a freshman at Harding, whose
home is also in Memphis.
Miss Maxine Rose visited friends and
relatives in Melbourne last weekend.

Doris Abney spent last weekend at
her home in Paragould.

O n Saturday afternoon, the Mu Eta
Adelphians gave a surprise tea for Mrs.
Florence Jewell, their former sponsor.
She was given a gift as a gesture of appreciation for her kindness and helpfu l~
ness in her work with the club.
Russian tea, pin-wheel sandwiches,
nuts, and candy drops were served.
Those present included the honoree,
Mrs. Florence Jewel, Mrs. Bonnie
Chandler, Jean Chouteau, Betty Sue
Traylor, Nelda Chesshir, Johnnie Nell
Ray, Billye Murphy, Charlene Magness,
and May Shull.
Miss Geraldine Baird.
W. H. and J. Will Sims visited their
parents in Minden, La., last weekend.

Jack Dillard, who attended Harding
in 1944-45, before entering the service,
visited his sister, Dixie, and friends on
the campus last week. He will go to
Texas to receive his discharge soon and
then return to Harding to continue his
college work.

E

c ·o

N OMY

M ARKET

Helen and Mary Jo Summitt went to
Cardwell, Missouri, the past weekend
to visit their folks there.

For

STAPLE AND FANCY

Women of the faculty and faculty
member's wives were entertained Thursday, October 10, by Misses Marie Clay
and Annabel Lee· at their home on East
Market Street.
At this meeting the biweekly group
completed their project of securing
clothes for an orphan boy aat the Arkansas Orphans Home at Morrilton.
Mrs. John Lee Dykes, chairman who
presided at the session stated that the
group discussed plans to visit the County Infirmary frequently.
The next meeting of the women will
be at the home of Mrs. Maurice Summitt, Thursday, October 24.

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

By Claudia Proett

Mr. and Mrs. Claude McClung visited
their daughter, Mrs. Carl Spain, and
family last week. Mr. McClung is minister of the Oak Lawn church of Christ
in Fort Worth, Texas.

K K lub Elects
Miller Head

Lee A nd Clay
Entertain

Surprise Tea
Names Jewell
Honoree

CAMPUS LOCALS

Mr. and Mrs. Quinton Gately and
their little daughter were campus visitors. Both are former Harding students.
Mrs. Gately was before her marriage

FOOD

Robertson's Drug Store
--~oOo-

- GIFTS-

- DRUGS-

-ANTIQUE~

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile .
Company

HELPFUL

---0--

Jus.. off the Campus

"White County's Fastest

.
Growing Store"

I••

I

Refrain of the Disheartened Hardingite:
"I think that I shall never see
A 'D' as lovely as a 'B',
A 'B' whose rounded form is pressed
Upon the grade card of the blest;
A 'D' c;omes easily, and yet
It isn't easy to forget!
'D's' are made by fools like me,
But only brains can make a 'B' "

HERE TO SERVE-

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.

,.... .

Let T his Garage Serve You

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

-for-

(Back of P laza Theatre )

MOBILOIL

" Better Service To All Is Our Goal"

- Drinks
- P ies

- Sandwiches
-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

Phone 446
I

II
II

Largest Store in Searcy
II
II

LADIES'H at s
Coat s
-Dre s s es
-S hoe s

.,

HARDING -STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME TO-

MOBILGAS

Building Materials
Add to list of those now occupying
dog housees, errand boy John Kernan,
Bison photographer, who turned out to
be "error boy" last Wednesday when

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

II
II

II
II

~

ME N ' S-Hats
-Shir t s
- S uits
- Sho e s

::

II
II

II

II

Searcy
Flying Service
Charter Service
Flight Instruction

II

II
II

Dry Cleaning PJant

II
II

Toby Nobles - Burrel Dykes

CA.SH
AND·
C A RR Y

"We Give Service -

-OWNER S

.......

and

25c MINIMUM

CHARGE

II
II

II

II
II

Harding College Laundry

II

II
II

II

Robbins-Sanford
Mercantile Company

II
II

II
II

Economical Service"
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SPORTS READERS DIGEST

Touch Football
ls Continued

By Tommie Thompson

Columnist Avoids Mirrors
Following Game Results

RAME vs. REDSKINS
The Redskins got off to a quick
start a week ago Tuesday when they
scored in the first half of their game
with the Rams. James Ganus rifled a
touchdown pass to Charles Kratz over
the goal line, and Carter Geer caught a
pass from Ganus for the extra point.
The .Rams tried valiantly to score in
the second half of the ball game but
their arvances were cut short by penalties or by pass inter~eptions, so that
the Redskins emerged victorious by the
single - touchdown.

HARDING: A COLLEGIATE POWER look better than they have in years.
Competition is at its zenith in the OLE MISS is a perennial loser to the
Arkansas Intercollegiate Athletic Asso- Porks. Arkansas 25-0.
The others i11 a hurry: U. C. L. A. to
ciation. Ppr the first time in many
ball moons, games by this state's col- breeze SANTA CDARA, BAYLOR
leges are overshadowing Arkansas con- over TEXAS A. & M. in a close one,
ference high school play. Blame it on MICHIGAN over ILLINOIS, TENthe war and the abandoning of the NESSEE (they get put down here for
sport by colleges. Veterans now stock upsetting Alabama and ruining my preHendrix, Magnolia A. and M. and Col- diction) should wallop WAKE FORlege of the Ozarks, making i~ easier for EST, PENN to demolish NAVY.
these and other schools to field good
It seems to be a week of breathers.
squads of gridmen. Tech, and Ouachita, and possibly State Teachers hold an
The Lions of Searcy High journey
edge on the first year teams, but its
to the north for, a rendezvous with
. going to be a fight the length of the
Batesville's Pioneers. The Pioneers have
route.
1
racked up over two hundred points ro
In the midst of this, we can't help
their opponents eighteen with their
wondering how an all-star Harding
season only half gone. We can't look!
eleven would look in the tussle. MaterIt seems as though the local boys will
• ial abounds, as witnessed by ~he dozens
be taken off the field with eyedroppers.
of lettermen's jackets we see everyday.
It is almost certain that the Pioneers,
Speed and skill in the execution of
undefeated as they are, will at least get
plays are apparent in the touch tournatheir quota of Lion skins this season.
ments. There would be a weight averBatesville 30, Searcy 6. . . . . Just in
age of well over 180 pounds. A Bison
case anybody was interested.
eleven might not be a pushover, son. At
any rate, we were just wondering.
Predictions! Predictions? Was our
face red when we heard Army stomp
Columbia last Saturday. Boy, we were
way out on a limb. Verily, we insist
that a cadet waterloo is ahead. Perhaps
in the fo-r m of Irish from Notre Dame,
huh?
ARMY takes on the DUKE Blue
Devils at New York Saturday. Blanchard ·and Davis shouldn't have to strain
over this one. The Devils are always on
the unknown equation list however,
and you never can tell. Still, we say
Army.
Humble ALABAMA clashes with
KENTUCKY, look three touchdowns
better. Kentucky is on the way up from
the lower brackets and will give the
tide a game.
GEORGIA will coast over FURMAN.
'Nuff sed.
TEXAS is preparing to smash another
challenger for the Southwest Conference
Championship. The RICE Owls are no
creampuffs, though. On the supposition that Arkansas is about Rice's equal, we say three scores for Texas,
none for the Owls. It is very doubtful
(very) that they will get · across that
Longhorn zero line.
The Razorbacks of ARKANSAS

SMITH'S

EAGLES vs. BEARS
The Eagles had declared that they
couldn't win a game until they played
one. They proved their · theory to be
correct· on the 15th when they tamed
the Bears 6-0 in their first game of the
season. The tally was made in the first
half when Jack Lawyer threw a long
pass to Joe Cannon, who caught it in
the end zone. George Reagan started
passing in the last half in an attempt
to even the score, but the Bears failed
to break the tough 'Eagle defense.

PACKERS vs! EAGLES
The Eagles kicked off to the Packers
Friday afternoon to start another tie
game. Harold Hart took the kickoff but
was s opped at the 15 yard line. Hart
redeemed himself by passing to Sammie
Swim on the first down, Swim crossing
the midfield stripe. Mixing running
with short passes, the Packers in three
plays drove to the five yard line. Beck

Girls} Sports
NOTICE

All girls interested in playing in
the tennis tournaments are asked to
>ign their names at the bulletin
board. Singles will be played off
first. Doubles will be played later
if weather conditions permit.
The freshman team won its first
game over upperclassmen Friday by de·
feating the Sophomores in a free hitting affair which lasted approximately
an hour and a half. The Freshmen
statted the game J:,y scoring 17 runs in
the first inning. The game was called
at the end of five innings with the
Freshmen winning by a score of 45~9.
The fielding of the Freshmen was especially good, while the Sophomores
made several errors.

-HEALTH CLUB
' ( Continued from page one.)

scored on the last down, carrying ' the
ball on a tricky reverse. He passed to
Colis Campbell for the extra point.
The Eagles, late in the second half,
launched a drive with Norman Starling
running the ball and throwing some
effective passes. He tossed to Douglas
Lawyer for the touchdown after an interception. Joe Cannon caught a pass
from Starling for the extra point. This
iced the score at 7 -7. Both teams filled the air with passes but neither could
break the deadlock.

be given a chance w increase their
knowledge in practical nursing.
Important to all college and academy
students as well as faculty and school
employees is the x-ray unit which will
arrive October 28th. Although every~
one is required to have a chest x-ray,
it is hoped that this may be completed
by the 29th or 30th.
Typhoid shots have been given to a
majority of smdents but those who have
not taken them have been requested to
do so on Thursday afternoons.
Another project which is being instituted is a file of immunization cards
for each student.

f

REDSKINS vs. GIANTS.

The Redskins won their second game
of the season . Thursday, with their own
goal line still uncrossed. The score was
made in the second half, James Ganus
passing to Grady Hicks. The try for
extra point failed. The Giants' captain
Howard Ewing played a good game for
the losers.

D.

WILLIAMS

ZENITH RADIOS -

KELVINATOR REFRIGERATORS
Phone 119

'I

THE COLLEGE INN
Sunday lVIorning
7:30 - 9:00
Other Mornings
7 :30 - ????
REASONABLE
PRICES
Ask For A Menu

II

\ Mayfair

I
•

. MARKET

YOU MAY NOW GET BREAKFAST
AT

• - . ---------1

l

Harding College Students

II

.

1--···---~-----1

for
PORTRAITS

yaur
KODAK FINISHING

Ro·meo's Cafe

Call or Visit

William Walker Studio

106 E. Market, Phone No. 8

MR. & MRS. M. D. SWENSON
Managers

Phone 694
One-Half Block North of Rendezvous

STORE

r----

I

-------

----1

I

TRUMAN BAKER

---1 ICHEVR~~~~ ~~~PANY I
l
j

t

1946

Grocery and Market

•

.------~----------------------------------------1
l•
M.
M. GARRISON

i

CHEVROLET

WHITE HOUSE L~~-~-~t St~ho~s
Race

,--------

212 - 3·0·3· •

OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER
Corner Spruce & Race Sts.·
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

I
t

Harding College

.l

Students

1

WE

YOU
AT

WE APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS

-

-at-

The Ideal Shop ·

Security

TIMES

Service is Complete at ,,,_

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store

Bank

-and-

"A Friendly Institution"

iL _________

ALL

- - - -,0 1----

~-...~~..,~---·.... ~~~~---·~

WELCOME

WELCOME

i HARDING - -

•

ALWAYS

& SON

HARDING
STUDENTS
ESPECIALLY
WELCOME

SHOE

~~----..................-

STORE

]. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr
Phone No. 30

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY

COMPLIMENTS
0 f

i

AUTO

-Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and Appliances-

In spite of Harold Hart's smooth
passing and running for the Packers,
they failed t0 upset the faculty team
Thursday. They battled it out to a scoreless tie with both teams playing heads·
up ball. At the end of the half the
faculty was in a scoring position and
at the end of the ball game, the Packers were in a scoring position. Cliff
Ganus again shone o ndefense, keeping
the Packers back with long kicks.

COMPLETE FOOD

WE USE THE BEST MATERIAL AND "KNOW HOW"

Phone 22 5

WESTERN

FACULTY vs. PACKERS

KROGER'S

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING -

!

T.

Answer: Assuming that there were
two thousand grains of wheat in a
pound, that a box car holds one hundred and sixty thousand pounds, and that
there are five box cars in a hundred
yards, the writer has calculated that
there would be enough wheat theorticaLly on the checker board to .fill a solid
stream of box cars around the earth
one thousand, two hundred, and thirty
seven times." Unbelievable but true.

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

I

..........

..

,

